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Implementing the Standards

INDIANA COMMISSION FOR HIGHER EDUCATION
TITLE II/EISENHOWER PROJECTS

Final Project Report
Year Four (1988) Funding

I . Project Number: 88-COM-14

2 . Sponsoring Institution: Indiana University, Bloomington

3 . Project Title: Implementing the NCTM Standards for School Mathematics for
the 21st Century

4. Project Director: Diana L. Kroll, Ph.D.
Co-Directors: Carol J. Fry, Ph.D.

Jacqueline Gorman, M.S.
Peter Kloosterman, Ph.D.
John F. LeBlanc, Ph.D.
Frank K. Lester, Jr., Ph.D.

Project Evaluator: Sarah Cassell, M.S.

5 . Names, Addresses of Cooperating Institutions, Agencies, Foundations, etc., apart from
Schools: None

6 . Names, Addresses of Cooperating Schools:

Although planning was done exclusively by project staff with advice from tea& -a and
administrators in the Monroe County School Community School System, the following
school corporations were represented at the wmicshop series. A complete lilt of schools
and of individuals served can be found in Appendix E.

Bartholomew Community
Brown County
Center Grove Community
Clay Community
Nineva-Hensley-Jackson United
North Lawrence Community
Monroe County Community
Perry Central Community
Richland-Bean Blossom
Washington Community

7. Type of Project: Individual

8 . Grade Level Served: Elementary

9 . Subject Area: Mathematics

10. Project Format: Workshops (several meetings, each lasting several hours)
17 teachers from Dyer Elemt:tary School also received individual
assistance

3
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Implementing the Standards

11. Major Activities: Instruction of teachers outside of class (all participants)
Classroom observation, assistance (Dyer teachers only)

12. Colkge Creditfor Participants: None
Note: Teachers from the Monroe County Community School Corporation were eligible for
inservice "PIVOT" credits re aired by the corporation. These credits are valid only within
this school corporation.

13. Number of public school rorpc rations served: 10
Number of public schools served: 31

14. Number of private schools served: 4

15. Number of teachers participating: 131 (119 public + 12 Ovate)

16. Average number of contact hours per participating teacher: 5.7

calculation of average number of contact hours:

No. of teachers attending 5 workshops 30
No. of teachers attending 4 workshops 19
No. of teachers attending 3 workshops 22
No. of teachers atlending 2 workshops 22
No. of teachers attending 1 workshop 38

(5 x 30) + (4 x 19) + (3 x 22) + (2 x 22) + (1 x 38) = 374 "workshop attendances"

374 workshops -I- 131 teachers = 2.85 workshops/teacher

2.85 workshops/teacher x 2 hours/workshop = 3.7 hours/teacher

Note 1: This calculation is for workshop anendance only. Teachers from Dyer elementary
school also received one-on-one assistance in their classrooms. This assistance was
primarily funded by the National Science Foundation through the Preparing Elementary
Teachers to Teach Mathematics projxt at Indiana University. While there was substantial
variation in the amount each teacher utilized this support, it averaged about 1 hour of
individual assistance per teacher per week for the school year. Thus each of the 17 Dyer
teachers received an average of 36 additional contact hours. If this assistance is
included in the "grand total" of average number of contact hours per participating teacher, it
becomes 10.4 hours/teacher.

Note 2: 19 principals also attended a single two-hour session. This participation was not
included in any of the above totals.

17. Number of students participating: none

18. Number of students indirectly affected (explain basis for estimate): 3,275
(131 teachers x 25 students/teacher = 3,275 students)

Note 1: This calculation assumes little impact on students of teachers who did not attend the
workshops yet evaluation data reported in Appendix A indicate that, on the average, teachers
shared ideas and handouts with at least two other teachen who did not attend. Based on this
"sharing," the case could easily be made that about three times as many students
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Implementing the Standards

(approximately 10,000) were indirectly affected.

19. Nwnber cf non-teacher, non-student participants (Describe): 27

elementary school 19
Indiana Univ. 6

...2
27toad

20. Characteristics ofparticipants: Ethnicity

We did not collect specific ethnic data from the . cipants. Four black teachers
attended one or more of the workshops. To the . t of our knowledge, all other
participants (154) were white.

Gender

Based on first names in cases where we did not have specific gender information, 28
partidpants were male and 126 were feniale. Note that 12 of the 28 males were
principals who only attended the workshop for principals.

Cwrent witching responsibilities

AU 131 taicken who participated were teaching mathematics. We assume most
of them were also teaching science although, because the focus of the workshops was
strictly nuithemadcs, we did not collect data on the number who were teaching science.
Three of the Indiana Univasity gradurAe students were teaching IU mathematics courses.
Although a number of the administrators claimed to be woridng with their teachers on
mathematics, we know of no cases where any other non-teacher participantswere &signed
to teach mathemnics or science.

21 . Project stoffibuttuctors:

Project
4 Faculty School of Education (Fry, Kloosterman, LeBlanc, Lester)
3 School of Education Professional Staff (Cassell, Gonnan, Kroll)

Workshop speakers:
4 Non-local Faculty (Irons, Leutzinger, Ockenga, Trafton)
1 School District Curriculum Superviser (Peterson)
1 Private Consultant (Cook)

Teacher Advisory Team:
6 School Teachers (Dyer teachers Bays, Burnett Calkins, Lemon, Menifield, Miller)

22. Sources offunding:

Federal (tuk II/Eisenhower) $ 29,999.
Federal (nivel none
Non-Federal (Describe)

M itching Share
Indiana University ($10,185)
Cooperating Schools ($1,000) $ 11,185

5
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Imp1ementin3 the Standards

23a. Project Cost:

Note: The following are budgeted totals. Exact expenditure totals will be sent by the Indiana
University Grants and Contracts Office when all bills have been finalized. This should occur
about December 15, 1990.

Total Project Budget $4 1,1 8 4.
Total Federal (Tide II)

Ewendituns $29,999.
Total Other Ewenditures

(Matching Funds) $1 1,185.

23 b. Project Site:
Project administrative activities took place at the Mathematics Education Development
Center, School of Education - Suite 309, Indiana University, Bloomington. Wodcshops
took place at Terry's Conference Center in Bloomington. Individual work with Dyer
teachers took place at Dyer school.

24. Dates o f Project Activides: Sort September 1, 1989 End August 31, 1990

25 . Area(s) Served:

Rural/Reglonal
(Bloomington/Monroe County and surrounding counties)

6
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Narrative Report

Implementing the Standards

26. Recruitment: Describe recruitment activities and materials (include examples of materials in
appendix). Who participated, and how were they selected? Did the project attract the
ruunbrt and type of participants arfcipated?

Overall, project staff were pleased with the number of participants who attended. In the
project proposal, we had anticipated a total of 100 ts attending each of the 5 teacher
workshops. Although only 30 teachers attended 5, 1 8 individuals attended at least one
workshop. Thus, while we would have preferred more sustained participation, almost evely
session was filled to capacity.

Recruitment activities and materials. Original recniidng began at the start of school in
August, 1989 when a brochure about the project (see Appendix C)was sent to 79 elementary
school principals from schools within a one-hour drive from Bloomington (see Appendix D). We
sent to principals rather than superintendents because of past experiences where some

-= - - failed to notify others in their districts about inservice °Ivor= lies. Note that
we considered sending workshop information directly to teachers we decided against that

because of difficulties in obtaining teachers' names pricc to the start of school and because we felt
that teachers who were encouraged to attend by administrators would have mon in-school support
for implementing teaching suggestions made at the workshops.

In addition to materials sent to principals, a number of participants heard about the project
through "word of mouth." Many had participated in a similar pmjxt in 1988-89 and contacted the
Mathematics Education Development Center (MEDC) in September of 1989 to inquire about
additional workshops they could attend. Because the mailing to principals and word of mouth
methods of recruiting appeard to be attracting the number and type of participants desired, no
further recruiting efforts we made.

Participant selection. The original project proposal specified that the following individuals
would be invited: 24 teacher* from Dyer School, three teachers (or two teachers and a principal)
from each of the other 13 elementary schools in the Monroe County Community School
Corporation (MCCSC), 12 teachers from private schools, and 16 from public schools outside
MCCSC. A waiting list was generated for each workshop. The list contained teachers who
wanted to participate but were beyond the "quota" for their group. One week befote zilch
wcitshop, teachers on the waiting list were admitted if space was available. Any additional spaces
were filled with graduate students from Indiana University who expressed interested in attending.
Except for the principals only workshop, every session had at least 100 people signed up to attend.
Because a number of individuals made reservations for the first three sessions but failed to show
up, we "overbooked" the final three sessions to get total attendance of about 100 at each.

As noted in the response to questions fifteen and nineteen, 119 public school teachers, 12
private school teachers, 19 principals, 2 other school administrators, and 6 graduate students
attended one or more sessions. In general, we felt we succeeded 17 attracting the number and type
of participants we had anticipated.

2 7. Cooperative Planning: Describe role played by school comorations andlor private schools,
and by other parties V this was a cooperative project, in identifting needs and devisingways
to meet chose needs.

Overall planning of the workshops was done by the project director and co-directors with
advice from participants. The advice came from three sources. First of all, we asked participants

7
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Implementing the Standards

in the 1988-89 workshop series for suggestions on howto improve a workshop series if one was
funded for the 1989-90 school year. These suggestions were used in developing the original
proposal and laying out the initial wodcshop topics and scheduling..Tbe mond source of
suggestions was the
of the final four

ts in the first two Their comment guided organization
y, an informal project board consisting of six teachers

from Dyer elms:nary school gave advice on how SO nuke the workshcps AS useful is possible for
other teaches.

28. Plan j Operation:

Swnutarke the serviceslinuruction and follow-up activities that your project provided.

The major project activity was a set of six workshops on teaching mathematics in the
elementary school. The first workshop was for principals only, while the other five were aimed at
clemency Khoo& teachers. The overall focus of the project was helping teachers so implement the
Curriadwn and Embalm Standards for School Mathematics (Winedby the National Council of
Teaches of Mathematics in 1989: Because the Standardsse cci extensive to be covered
completely in a series of workshops, each speaker focused on one topic and noted bow that topic
fit into the general thanes undedying the Standar&

In addition to the workshops, there was indit ...4e1 follow-up with teachers from Dyer
Elementary School in Bloonington. Dyer is the site of =thematic: &la experiences for

ateUeldversity for the last two years to implement mon conceptually based and .
teachers at Indiana University and Dyer faculty have Leen workingwith . from

-solving oriented instrucdon at the school. While the .aoriellopswere intended to provide
inservice for a large number of teachers, funding from the National Science Foundadon (NSF)
made it possible so have gteatest follow-up with the Dyer faculty. Additional information on the
NSF wo.W project can be found in Appendix A of the original Eisenhower prepaid or from
/MC staff.

Keynote Sessions
The six keynote sessions were presented by nationally-known sptakers with assistance

from project statE Each ran from 400 p.m. to 6:00 p.m. on a weekday. Each speaker provided a
set of handouts with activities appropriate for the elementary grades. (Bmuse of the lenvh of the
handouts, they have not been Included in this report. They am, however, available on - st.)
Note that although topics presented are ones requested by tenches a major factor in . - g on
topics was the availability of good speakers. Reactions from participants in the 1988-89 workshop
saies indicated the exact topic was not as important as the abilftyofthespcakertonulrcthetopic
interesting, and thus sevcral propoted topics were modified because no high quality speakers were
available. Below is a summary of each of the keynote sessions.

Sadun1x[111282

New Direcdons for Elementary Dr. Paul Trafton
School Mathematics National College of Education
(session for principals only) Evanston, Illinois

What are the goals of trAthematics education today? Howare they changging and why? How can
administrators support teachers' efforts to implement recommendations of the Standards? To
answer these que,tions, Dr. Trafton spoke on why the Standards wer: originally proposed and
who was involved in writing them. Several "hands-on" mathematics experimens wee conducted
to help pincipals see what it means to attack a problem from a problem-solving orientation.

8
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ilanbat.11.1282

D4:214bEistitietinaticon and Dr. Larry Leutzinger
Skills University of Northern Iowa

Cedar Falls, Iowa

With the introduction of the calculator and computer, estimation and mental arithmetic skills have
become kocresengly importent. Students need to know when an ansser looks reasonable and
when they should recheck their calculations. Dr. Leutzinger provided activities for estimating
distance and area as well as calculations. Other activities focusedon place-value, a crucial concept
for emimatien and mental arithmetic. In addition to activities, Dr. Leutzinger discussed methods of
questioning students that make them solve problems in their heads nther than molting to paper
and pencil cc calculates.

Ncamhz111912

How the Calculator "Figures" in IX. Earl Ockenga
Your Classroom Pdce Lehmann School

University of Northern Iowa
Cedar Falls, Iowa

&cording to the NCTM Curriculum and Evaluation Standards, the cak:ulator issue is not whether
calculators shottd be used in the elementary school. The critical question is when and how they
should be used. Dr. Ockeaga provided a series of calculator acsIvliles designedto help students
undeestmd methesnatics better. The activities range from calculator games desigmed to help
studeats remember basic facts to problem-solvm: acdvides of the type done in Dr. 1Vallca's

For the 6 and 4 keys did not work on the calculaaor. How could
yowl:11=1y 694e3nriuginsrrem:ikulatoe?

Midahnia
ReacMy hIttritaiOltal Goals: Using Ms. Sue Peterson
!Awning Centers* Mathematics Gilbert Ptblic Schools
Insaucdon and Practice Gilbert, Arizona

With recent national emphasis on cooperative stoups as well as individualized instruction in
mathematics, me of learning centers hse, become revalent in many classrooms. Ms. Peterson's
presentation fraud 4n bow to construct learning cenatrs that are both interesting and teach
worthwhile mathematical topics. While not a "make-k take-it" workshopAnnicipents did havea
chance to melte a cad deck and seven& other items to be used in several of the centers Ms.
Poems suggested. For eximpk, each card in the card deck had a pair of numbers. Ms. Peterson
showed how to use the pairs on look for number combination,. The activity promoted flexible
thinting widle still giving studenft practice on basic has. Variations of the self-checkinggame
were provided for any combination of addidon, subtraction, multiplication, or division facts.

hisick22,1921

Active Mathematical Thinking Ms. Marcy Ctok
Eementary Mathematics Specialist
Balboa Island, California

Ms. Cook's presentation focused on techniques for making students active participants in
mathemadcs. She began with a number of ideas for "stumper" question, designed to get students

9
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Implementing the Standards

thinking. For example, using number tiles containing the digits one through ten, make the largest
7-digit odd number with a 9 In the tens place. Her presentation continued with numerous other
activities for getting students to think and discuss rather than just memorize mathematic&

U112.12211

Integrating Language Ans cad Dr. Calvin Irons
and Mathematics Instruction: Brisbane College of Advanced Education
Building a Basel& Problem Solving Brisbane, Australia

Far too often, mathematics and language arts are taught as if they are completely separate subjezts.
Dr. Irons spoke on how to use numbers and language together to build =thematic: and tan
arts skills and to help students understand word problems. Much of the presentation .
usiug picture books in which numbers welt needed to describe the stories. Videotapes of children
using the books were also shown with an empluais on how the children'scomments indicated the
extant to which they were understanding why number was an important aspect of the stories.

Follow-up Activities

As noted above, the keynote sessions were open to elementary school teachers from public
and schools in tbe reton surrounding Bloonsninon. Dyer teachers, bedtuse cif their

I 11.111 .11 in the NSF ed project at Indiana Univenity, received addidonal follow-up
project stafE The '. system for this follow-up was the placement de resource

teacher at Dyer school. beyitivheeri4SF project, the teacher spent 20 to 30 hours each week
worklag with individual teachers. After each " ." the resource leacher met individually with

schen to talk about how suggestions from the 111 spealcer could be implemented. On
many occtsions, the resource teacher visited classrooms to comment on teacher's techniques or to
model innovative teaching by running the class herselE Other projzct staff helped with this follow-
up in a limited basis.

Non-Dyer teacher seams who attended the wotkshops wan encouraged to iarlemeut the

;Liest:enshad not anticipated having more than 3 or 4 teachers from any scnool except Dyer, lome
of the speakers on their own or in cowered= with other teachers in thei r. buildings.

schools sent no teachers and thus nix schools b-lond Dyer were able to sendS or more
participants (see Appendix E). A side affect of this chniain of participants ht a few schools was
Mat there was peer support for innovation in those schools. Nose that although project staff
focused their follow-up on Wa, clay did provide consultation and ;.zsistance to other schools on
request. For example, maid teachers wanted suggestions on which manipulative materials to
purchase with money provided by their schools. Project staff helped those tzachers decide how
such funds could best be used.

Note: The rest of O questions relating to "plan cf operation" deal M part with
the effectiveness of the project. As writers of this report, we felt it would be
very difficult to describe the effectiveness of the project without first describing
how we measured that effectiveness. Thus the remaining plass of operation
questions will be dealt with after question 29 in which we describe the evaluation
of the project.

29. Evaluation: Describe how your project's effectiveness was assessed with respect to
participating teachers, participating students, and impacted students.

Participating teachers: Because teachers and principals were the recipients of the
instruction, the *Jr data source for the project evaluation plan was this population. Data horn
principals are limited because there veme five workshops for teachers but only one for principals.

10
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Implemeneng the Standards

in the workshops and thus there is no way to determine how much ofa change in test scores is
attributable to workshop related um ovations. Related to this problem is thefact that the last three
teacher workshops took place in March and April of 1990. In I:Klima, standardizedtesting is done
statewide in the mond week of Math and thus innovative teaching resultingfrom the last three
workshops mold have tabs place too late to havean influence on test scores. In short, while
looking at achievement data from Dyer siudents leaned like a good ides at the time the proposal
was written, it failed to prove useful for evaluatint this project. These data may be
evaluating the NSF sponsored project taking place at Dyer school. Analyses of Dyer data from
1988 to 1991 will be analyzed and included in the finalreport of that project late in 1991.

Note: following are the rest of the questions which were part of the discussion
of plan of operation (question 28).

Describe the impact wu believe wur pro, 92 has had on panicipants. What Ls the evidence
that they are using concepts, techniques, materials, activities or *formation from project
activities in their clasavoms?

This question was the primary focus of the evaluation report (Appendix A). In brief, the
evaluation report indicates that, based on questionnaires convicted by ts and follow-up
telephone interviews, ahnost every puticipant used some of the ideas ti the workshops in their
elasuooms and most participants used many of the ideas presented.

Describe what Attir project did to address needs of a.achers from private schools. What do
you brow about the effectiveness of those activities?

There are very few private schools in the region served by this project althoughmany
telephone contacts were made with those schools to encourage their participation. The original
proposal stated that 12 spaces vmuld be reeved for private school teachers. We did have 12 in
attendance (see Appendix E) although we would have elm othershad there been mote interest.
Given that privet school teaches made up less than 10% o( the pecu!ation served, and that the
private school perticipants indicated verbally that they did not need special attention, no weld
atempts were made to cater so their interests. The etternal evaluator considered the needs of
privet school participants when the questionnaires and telephone interviews were analyzed and
found that they were just as happy with the workshops as public school teachers (see Appendix
A). In other words, private school teachers felt their needs were met by the project

Describe what your project did to address needs of underservednuukr-represented students
(students who msre minority or female, students with limited English proficiency,
handicapped students, migrant students). What do you know about the effectiveness of
those activides?

A key theme of the NCTM Standards on which this project was based is that mathematics is
important for all students. Speakers continurIly noted this, along with the notion that all students
are thk to learn mathematics. There were not, however, any special sessions on the needs of
undersenedItmder-reptesented students. Poverty and lack of parental support is certainly an issue
in many of the schools the participants represented and thus waiting in such schools was
discumed by some of the speakers. Because the atea saved by the project has very few minority
students, there were no special discussions on working with minority children.

Describe what your project did to address needs of g{fted and talented students. What do
you know about the effectiveness of those activities?

None of the workshops dealt specifically with gifted and talented students. However,
many of the topics of the workshops (problem solving, estimation, supplemental learning centers,

12
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number of teachers and principals excited about teaching mathematics. In past projects of this
type, a dynamic speaker was often viewed as just as important as the content being presented. The
workshops owe not lectinec but they were much mote than "make-it take-it" workshops.
General ideas with specific applications to di: classroom were presented. Participants felt this
format served their interests well.

If there mut weakness in the project, it wets thatwe do 'Me know that much about how
teachers' exciteroni translated into change in the classroom. Documenting such changeis
muremely &fiat on a limited budget Thae is evidence from (*ha projects that without direct
follow workshops have little long term effect Our data indicate that teachers changed with
support each other rather than project staff and thus this potential wealso did not seem to
materialize.

"AdmiggIfix.5maxgjgadingiggs:

The conclusions and recommendations portion of the evaluation report (Appendix A)
includes a number of suggestions from the project evaluator. The following reammendationsare
ftom the project director and co-directm

Large scale "one shot" workshops can be dective f the topics a r e important, the speakers are
,and the parddpants have smpponfrom their peers.

The effeedveness of the "one shot" model has often been questioned with respect to actually
4 g teschers to change. Intuitively, h makes sense thst follow-up ftom workshop staff is

than no follow tip. However, our data indicate that when United mowers prevent
extensive follow-up, dynamic speakers Jr.: able to get teachers to change they way they teach
mathemadcs.

Zrusttional aspects of a project o f this type are qui" time conuening.
our previous experiences with project' of this type made it clear that ciganizing

would take a lot of dme, we feel obligated to warn project directors that
a project of this scope b difficult

1/ 1 -

date when no other meetings are sr&Ian - hours if not days. New 'tants
is Re arranging catering or

be continually asking to attend or for infamation on wodtshops they missed, Ifyou have
advance registration, assume some people will fail te reed directions and showup
"unannounced." Assume that when you order materials, the one piece of equipment you need
MC will be "back ordmed" and unavailable when you need it. In short, when planning a
projra, double or triple what seems to be a reasonable amount of organizational time.

Expect that some preregistere e participantx will fall to attend.
It is not clear to us why someone would call the day before a workshop and beg to lir.1 admitted
but then fail to show up when admission was granted. Things like this happened a number of
times and thus we bepn "ovethooking" to assure that each session was filled. While we
would have had problems if all of those preregistered actually attended, this never happened.

Participant motivation is an bnportant, Lncontrollable variable in the success of a projert mis
tYPe.
We believe that a key to the success of this project was that teachers who attended did so
because they wanted to get better. Our experience with such teachers is that a workshop that
gets them excited is all that is really necessary to help them change. However, we have also
waked with teachers who had little interest in changing anything they were doing. Although
these teachers usually need inservice the most, providingeffective inservice programs for them
can be very difficult

14
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Recraddng participants can be dealt.
Became dm staff for dds project had been iavolved in a number of other Fojects, there was a
fair aniotinitif interest from previous . when we started this project. Without that
track *Mud, however, it would have - "4"*" I to attract paticipantz. Of the schools we
invited but had not wotted with before, 80% failed to indicate interest.

readers appectate being treate d as projesgonals.
It ISSEI TO Rohm budget restraints have made Mmt teachers expect inservice to be provided
on esliotionne Wig% Baiting a pilau= meeting site; "II. le parking, snacks, and colorful
take-heMemaleeisls Made teachers feel appreciated and re:them excited about
teacting wing Dew techniques. We received many complements about the professional way
Osestiviodrshops we attached and the professional way the teachers were treated.

Represenutives of the panicipant group should have input into work, iwp topics.
Mho* most of ourrecamnendations deal with organizational rather thancontent issues,
umiak is a crucial aspect of a succeasfuI series., Befog inViting speakas, we
receiVed input from ptospective participants on " " they felt would be important. Several
ootential topics were'dismissed because of lack interest. Even though we cannot say for
iure that thole " would have been pond), =elver% our belief is that they would not have
been es meanin whose on which there wits considerable interest.

Overall, Me Inch= guidelines for Ekenhower projects appear to fi both federal regulations
and the needs of sudents and teachers in Indiana. Thus, points mentioned below are intended as
suggestions for tuning" the project approval process.

Ntracdng participants may be getting easier than it was semul years ago.
Local, stale, and national emphasis on mathernadcs and science teaching have helpedto make
teachers and school administrators much more receptive to new ideas for teaching these
subjen. Data from our evaluation report (Appendix A) indicate most participants were already
trving to make imptovements in mathematics teaching and thus wereeager to participate in the
workshops. We rarely heard such comments a few years ago.

Be caress, that projects are not spread across too many schools.
Although it is good to have projects that reach a large population, many teachers need peer

for change. Our most consistent participants were ones who came to the workshops
%in I one or more friends and then worked with those friends to implement speakers' ideas.
Even though having many teachers ftom one school limits the area a project can serve, it seems
to Increase the odds that the project will be effective in the schools that are served.

Lookfor evaluation procedures that will provide meaningful evaluation data.
Given the limited funds available for Eisenhower projects, it is probably not possible to
adequately evaluate the effectiveness of large-scale projects on students. Although we feel
student achievement is very important, the number of variables that affect achievement is so
large thet evaluathl the impact of a specific . . on achievement is beyond available
is:sources whammy than a few classes of ts are involved. Thus, rather than asking
project dkemors to try to meanie changes in student achievement, look at teacher reactions and
changes. When evaluating proposals, look for projects that make sense in terms of the
objectives stated rather than for proposals that have complex plans for evaluating the extent to
which easily measured, but questionably important, objectives are met.

loos
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Having a valay of stuff members is an asset f the stqff work together a s agrrup.
The extent to which staff will wodc together effectively in any tsoject is hud to determine from
a proposaL A comment from an evaluation of previous liisenhower-type ptojects was that
having soo staff often caused lack of focus in a project. We had a duector ano 5 co-
directors inputind found thc diversity of opinions was a teal strength when
considering various options. It should be pointed out, however, that we (the ptoject staff) had
worked together on a number of projects and thus knewthat we could count on each other to
share and effectively complete the many tasks that go into a project of this nature. We also
knew each other well enough to know that we were in agreemcnt on the message to be
conveyed to participants.

Summary

It has been the intent of this final report to describe what took place in the insavice project
Implentendng the NCTM &adonis for School Mathematics for the 21st Century. The format for
the project was a series of workshops, one for principals and five for teachers. A nationally
15nOwn speaker_yias provided for each workshop. The speaker was supported by staff fivm the
Mathemadcs R-&a' Development Center at Indian* University. In addition to the workshcips,
suchen at one school were given extensive indivklual follow-up if they requested it. There is little
question that the with extensive follow-up made the greatest changes. What is sinprising,
however, is how some of those who had no follow-up frau project staff were able to

The moat important variable detamining the extent to which teachers changed was
teacher motivation to improve. For those who wanted to do better, the workshops

provided the catalyst to get them going. It is isolable that those who did not care did not attend the
wodcshops in the first plat*. In other words, workshops combined with extensive follow-up an
assure change in almost any teacher. There are many vachers, however, whocan and do improve
with a minhnum of support beyond their peers. Data to support these claims can be found in the
project evaluation teport (Appendix A).

401 I. 11
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Summary

The purposes of the evaluadon report are: 1) to report the effects of the project on the
participadni teachers, principals and impacted students, 2) to repro the extent to which the
project's objectives were achieved, 3) to offerjudgments about the sttengths and weaknesses of
the piójCct, and'4) tO supply recommendations for planning future ptojectswith similar goals and

With very few qualifications, tbe inservice senes, "Implementing the NCTM Standards
for School Mathematics in the 21st Cen. na success-nevneacaesterethtictlys r:ssionaondegtptsth
interest and cadmium so -excellent
elementary mathematics education. 0 g the project period, the participants worked actively to

die methods in their classrooms and share their workshop experiences with their
They were pleased with the results of their efforts and are eager to continue the

implants-gado) process.

Evaluation Focus

As stated in the project proposal, this project was designed so improve thesuing of
mathematics in the elementary school. The intended improvements were based on the 19 NC111
Carrigan and Evalsodon Siandards for School Matitentada. The proposal asserted that
achieving such improvements would require certain changes in the attitudes and behaviors of
teachers. As a result of these - teachers would put less on teaching

skills and mote - ,* on teaching higher-ceder "I" processes such u
solving, reasoninig and number sense. The propbsal stated, further, that future

in mathematks education would require increasing the general adaptability of
teachers to change. The project designers proposed to progress toward these goals by organizing
and hosting an area inservice education program for teachers of grades K through 6.

The proposal's central focusteacher attitudes and behaviorsgenerated the central project
evaluation questions: Has the project effected changes in the attioides and behaviors of the
participating teachers? If so, what are the changes and howwere ta. , brought about?

Project Objectives

Thirteen specific project objectives were stated in the proposal. In the interests of brevity,
they have been summarized here in seven objectives. The evaluation method was based on
determining the extent to which these objectives have been accomplished. Each objective was
addressed in spe-eific evaluation instruments and data sources.

MicitzsIori'arikainginghinaisals

For the1articipating principals, the objecdves were: 1) to be able to explain the major
for change in elementary school mathematics as presented in the NCTM

Standards for School Mashanadcs, and 2) to help implement the Standards by supporting teachers
in their attempts to adopt the changes suggested by the Standards.

The achievement of these objectives was measured according to the following criteria:

1. attendance at the principal's workshop,
2. expressed poddve attitudes toward the ptoject goals,
Z. demonstrated knowledge of the content and significance of the Standards,
4. encouragement of teachers to attend workshops, and
5. demonstrated support of teacher efforts to chanp, e.g., providing money for new materials,

scheduling additional reparation time and organizing building inservices.
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Objszthrilachnicipidalaribas

Freconifireleitmdcipating teachers, the objectives were: 1) to be able to explain the major
kr change in elementary school mathematics as praented in the NCrN4

Standards for School Mathematics and 2) to adopt teaching methods which a) develop their
students' mathematical skills in reasoning, estimation, understanding, number sense end mental
computation. and b) utilize manipuladves to teach mathematical concepts

The achievement of these objectives was measured accotding to the following cdtethe

1 . attendance at the workshops,
2. expensed positive attitudes toward the project goals,
3. demonstrated knowledge of the content and significance of the Standards,
4. demonstrated knowledge of the content presented in workshops attended,

. repotted affirm to implement the workshop ideas and techniques, and
6. expressed positive mules toward continuing the implementation of the workshop ideas and

techniques.

ObielakallfeLEAlital(nitiglatilitafiaalbalillanlaildlilia

Fox educators and school officials who administer and support educational improvement
propams thmughout Indiana, the - :yes were that the project would
I) provide an inservice program .... for proje= with similar goals and audiences,
2) report the effectiveness of using natimal experts as workshop presenters and 3) report
the effectiveness of minimal follow-up to teacher inservices. This ptoject fmal reportn intended as
the vehicle to meet these three objectives.

Evaluation Method

An assumption behind the teacher workshops model of inservice is that teachers are the
prfinary agents of change. Their attitudes and behaviors are critically important to the success of
the progam. Principals are regarded as supporters of and facilitators for teachers during the
change rocess. The methods and instruments of this evaluation were designed to analyv; the
project itt these terms.

Given the limited resources for evaluation of the pmject, this evaluation was designed to
include the widest possible cost-effective sampling of the project participants. Thesurvey items
were designed according to the project objectives. Evaluation criteria were referenced to tire
objectives. Intetpretadons of data were based on categories, themes, relationships and trends
which emerged from the data. Although frequency a response was an important factor in data
analysis and is always reported, noteworthy minority views were also considered valuable and
thus are also reported.

331O.E.Vgnalinta15101=11

laszciaLmadisbegausignams: At the conclusion of each of the six workshops,
participants received quesdonnahes which they were asked to complete before leaving the site (see
Appendix B). The questionnaires provided )*ties for the participants to respond
immediately and anonymously to questions the quality and content of the workshop they had
just attended. The questionnanes also elicited infonnation about the participants' current teaching
methods, preferences, instructional resources, concerns, needs, feelings and intentions.

MIC.ralUditatTs2/CidigeltSiliaQUIMILIMill: In Apri11990, a week before the sixth
and final woriasop, the teachers who had signed up to attend the last workshop received in the
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mail a comprehensive workshop series questionnaire (see Appendix B). This questionnaire elicited
responses on the quality, content and of the wodshops as a whole. Specific
questions was aiked to demise whether the purticipante had changed their approach to
=dawdles teaching as a rank of the workshops. They were asked to identify the obstacles they

fint four of the five
hatenOotinsaut in ii=s to " the new methods. Thew were also questions about the

Responses here provided some follow-up information
on the Imam= effectiveness cede workshop).

The comprehensive questgonnihe was distributed by mail befote the last workshop because a
higher zesponse rite could be anticipated if teachers wee instructed to bring the questionnaires
with than so the final woduhop. MOlt teacher: turned in their completed ftrm when they arrived
at the fast wod*oA although a few others melee them in later. The disadvantage of marling out
the quadomthat b -dare the last works* was, of course, that feedbacx on the :bah workshop
wuN not be included in the comprehensive questionnahe. Evaluation data on that workshop is
limited to the post-woticshop questionnaire and the telephone interviews.

Ibeidesimajosrsins: A few weelcs after the last workshop, telephone interviewswae
conducted with the teachers who had attended all five ride teachersiworkshops (see Appendix
B), The interview method was flexible in order to obtain candid feedback. %maimswere asked
about understanding, utilization, attitudes, instructional outcomes and professional support.

3111innalmardlikniminnufabehilualiatalethog

The evaluation instances provided abundant data on the parti4ants' attitudes toward the
gals for the Lnplementatioa of Stureirdsubased changes in mathanatics education.

was a vay reponsive, candid vow of patticipents. There are plenty °Eclat* on the quality
andantes oldie workshops and the -Ww- tivmam of the speakers. Thens is also rigood deal of
infatuation about the udlity o( the idea And techniques presented, the degree of local for
implementeion, and tire basica to change. The evaluation is limited in that most of the were
obtitined by aelf-report, there into objective data on instructional outcomes and there is mmal
infamedon about the long-stun cffectiveness of the project. The data can tell us a lot about the
towhee' levels of awareness, interest, enthusiasm, activity, mutat, conEelence and intentions.
They cannot tell us much about the teachers' competence in carrying out the reconznended
chaise:.

Evahration Results: The Individual Workshops

Workshop #1

Implementing the NCTM Standards for School Mathematics for the 2Ist Century
Presentatioa for Principals by Paul Trafton, September 13, 1989

'This topic is timely and workshops like this must continue."

"Interesting workshop that is desperately needed."

The questionnaht responses of the participants at the workshop for principals were
canine* positive about all aspects of the presentation. There were 19 principals present at
the workshop. Eighteen filled out the post-workshop questionnaire--a 95% response rate. The
average response to the six evaluation items on the five-point value scale was 4.75. All eighteen
respondents thousht the workshop topic was extremely important (5) and the overall qual4 of the
sesston was quite high tA55). Their eveluations of the speakers knowledge (4.95), preparation
(4.85), interest and enthusiasm (4.75) were also very high. Most of the principals felt they would
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impknient some of the ideas presented during the session (4.4).

All of the putm had head of the NM Standards prior to the workshop, but only
thus ha ally read the Standards or head a presentation about them. The other fifteen had
only limited familia:icy with the Standards and had, consequendy, the most to gain from the
workshop.

The principals' comments on the questionnaire reflectedconcerns and goals much like those
of the inservice project itself. Although we do not know the extent to which their attitudes were
affected by this workshop alone, it was clearly evident that, by the end of the session: these
principals had become convinced of the value of the approach to mathematics educationas
promoted by the project. "I consider math the area that needs the most help." "A workshop on
every sanded would be helpfuL"

The pincipals believed mathematics instruction must move away from "the old paradigms"
which focus on the texthook, drill and "busy-wcek." They favored "a more
approach"relevant to practical daily life ancl involving active mathematical undemanding.
" " "' that the means to bring about this change vivre good materials, teacher inservice training

and k . up, and administrative support. They emphasized that changing the udtudea of
teachers and . townd mathematics education was a preontdsite to e)ansing mathematics
education at schools.

Several principals, stressing the value of worksbcp like this, requested there be mow of
them. One volunteered to host a workshop in Johtsoa Comty. Another suggested organizing a
group discussion with other school cc:evocations to shore ideas on rzath education. The principals
appteciated the workshop and, at least in words, suppotted the project objectives. "This was
great? I'd like to attend rare." "Keep up the good work." "Good luck with our cause."

Wmkshop

Promoting Estimation and Mental Arithmetic Skills
by Larry Leutzinger, Octobv 17, 1989

'The answer is not important, but the thinking involved is most important!"

"I NEED TO DO THIS and I will!"

This was one of th e. most highly rated workshops in the series. Seventy-eight teachers,
2 tutors, and one administrator wen given questionnaires. Sixty-five were completed, yielding an
80% - " " rate. The average scat for the six items on the five-pint value scale was 4.88.
The . ts thought that the topic was extremely important (4.9 and that the overall quality
of the session was very high (4.9). Most panicipants predicted that they would utilize the concepts
presented (4.57). They found the workshop very wefl organized (4.9) and the speaker's
knowledge (4.99), interest and enthusiasm (4.96) top rate. There was much praise for the
ptesenter, the only "criticism" being the wish that the workshop had been longer.

Many teachers commented that the workshop's greatest value was that it taught Alan
practical teaching lechniques for increasing their students' mental math and estimation skills. They
felt they had learned specific, useful acdvides which they wem "alga to try" in their
classrooms. Many teachers said that they planned to use the wottshop activities every day. The
teachers also marked on how effectively they thought the activities would develop complex
thinking skills. Several felt the workshop had provided them with links between the theory of
these skills and its application to instruction.



Six months after this livrkshop was given, the participants were asked to complete the
comprehensive qurnicesaire for the workshop swiss. This questionnaire provided follow-up
information on 65% of the teachers who hrsi waded the wad workshop. It is evident from
their reepoases in April that they still fek endosiestk about what they had bredat the workshop
in October. Many trachea repotted that they were using mental ma* acdvities in their
classes. Sated weed** or severakimeidaily use. They said that mental math adapted well
to their *aching needs and helped them "make the most of spay moments." "I use &se ideas
whenever we' have a free minute."

Some teachers reponed dot the techniques had improved their students' math skills. "At fint
my studenemere wayoff in their admix:, but they are learnix; to calculate mote4ificiently."
A cosle of teachers mentioned that the achniques were "good prepared= for IS1EP tests."
Meatnwh 'divides had helped some teachers identify sweet learning di/tic:gado "Very
effective in indicating problem nem."

Maud meth hod also, apparently, increased sodas motivation and nedidenca Many
enthusiastic teachers apprecimed their students' new embalm for mathemadcs. 'The diking'
wen bummed at Ilret, but love it now." 'The children love the mental math quizaeL" "Students
are mocha= confident in their math abilities." 'They love id"

The holdouts abd materials that the leachers received at the workshop Inge lased very hishly
(4.42 on a Slobs value scale) aid were shared with many isocline who had not antoded the

Weil=II the partiesponts' repons, a lot of sharing was doneof the handouts, activities,
presented at the worbkop. A minimal estimate of the number of other

teachers who received this informodon was 155. Oa average, each participant repotted sharing the
watshop ideas aad techniques with three other teachers.

Wortshop #3

How the Calculator " res" in Your Classroom
by Earl Ockengi,November 13, 1989

"No access to calculators!"

"I was taught that calculators would prevent leanting of math facts. Now erroneous!"

Of the 64 teachers at this workshop, 60 completed the post-workshop questionnaire, yielding
a response rate of Wk. Although the topic of this workshop was the least familiar o( the series
topics to tbe participants, die workshop was very well-receive& Oa the post-wcashop

11.171. '6111°Innaill'heoverall quality of the session 4.85) and the "I" "1 I Of the workshop (4.88) were
the average response to te six evaluation hem: on the five-point value scale was

rated high. A few participants mentioned seating and visi s i'ty difficulties at the workshop.

The most positive response was to the presenter himself. He was given a unanimous highest-
possible rating for knowledge ci consent (5). lids was the hienst among all workshop presenters
an the AWOL His rating for mtnest and enthusiasm (4.9) was also excellent. The only loerted
problem with the presenter was that his presentadon was too fast for some participants.
participate' lack of tamiliarity with the Epic may have been a factor hem.

The "" " thought that the session's topic was quite important (4.66),jet this
evalnadon was I ',II below the workshop series average for this sem (4.74).
the participles hod - less operation of utilieng the workshop concepts. The average
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response so the udlizadon item was 3.98 for this workshop (still quite high), whereas theavow
response for this ism in the other workshops was 4.22.

The gassiomaie responses indicate drat most of the teachers had limited, if any, occes: so
Wedmore as immectiol tools sod litde, if we beckpood in bow to use them for insauction.
Sixty-sem moat of the teachers said they l'oa never" use calculason. Another fifteen
paces use thsea few times a par." k is reasonable to conclude that they were less policed for
this workday then they woe for tbe alma and that, even alter the woekshop, they expected to
have few opportunities so iMpiaMlit these instruoional mategies.

The most frequently stated reasons, by fan for not usingeelculators in insaection were that
caladium wale unavailable (334%) or under supp;iied (383%). A few leachers saw they didn't
use calculates because they "didn't know what so do with them." Ohms said that they hadn't
ieaIj,e satil this wodothop" what the educational value of calculators was. The few who

IsOrvt =Limas reasons.
calculator use cited variety, skill development and reinforcement, problem

Desplet the obstacles to implementation that these teachers erpected to have, they wrote that
they had Wand valuable lesions from the workshop. They aid that they had beada vatiay of
usehl applkadom for calcidams in the claimant which offer t fon, motivadog way so learn.

=sio. *aright that wing calculaors could develop their students' skills in computation,
mod undersamding.

Fortrfive umbers who bed attended the November wortehop ___coingteed the comprehensive
seeks jusedomeire in Apollo yielding a follow-up tycoon rate et 70%. The lair responses so the
wall:shop were not as whole4tanedly posidve as the immetihne reeponses bed bees. Althoogh
these sackes poised the worielsop itself, most of them whether by choiceor the farce of
chemossees, did not man during the subsequent moods who they had honed at the

techoiques or had mode oaly minor stamps to do so. Most tithes' teachers dist this
wodcshop. Most embers reported that they had not sit used my of the idea or

was because classroom calculates wee not available to them. A few mhos pve other meow
insufficient dme. not enough appropriate activities and students who were soo young to learn with
cohabiters. A few towhees said dm their schools had needy puechased calculators and that they
immded so use them in their classes. Others were "still waiting" for diem. (Editor'smom UsinA
medals funds from the project, classoom sets of calculaors we disabused in September 1990
to AU schools who had a least one teacher attend three or more workshops. Now that calculators
an available in these schools, it it probable that more teachers will use them.)

About a dozen sachets reported that they were using the wakshop ideas and techniques and
were se.tnattive results. Their students were enjoying using this "Wnl&g/learning tooL"

=it'em"1"mardream leacher confidence and comfort with calculators was also evident.
love checking their locamy on computation and story problems." "The kids

"I have felt more confident that this use is OL" "I felt more comfortable using calculators."

A Lw teachers were still not convinced that calculators provided good insaucdonal
opportunities. "The students -jq working with calculators, but I quesdon if they really think
what they're doing." Although calculators kve been around for a long time, using them so teach
math is still, apparently, "a new idea" for some leachers, and there is some evidence of resistance
w the idea among a few teachers.

As would be expected from these commits, the tesponse to the handouts, although positive
(3.8), was not as enthusiastic as was the response to the hat louts at the other workshop (4.47
average). Correspondingly, the TM at which they shared their with other
temben (1.66 contacts per participant) was lower than the averagwoerrtheoror the other workshops
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(2.31). Sewell teachers, however, maned thu they had done a great deal of sharing. Ten
teacher mid they hed presented the woebhop ideas g imeevices m their schools. Max repealed
sharks handouts, ideas, acdvides, mina andcaladwor materials they hadmade. Two especially
nolawonity became* et sharing feed* described: "Some meats felt negatively until I explained
bow it wodai." "All my admit= caused other teachers so attend the next worinhops."

Iyorkshop 04

Reaching Instructional Gado
Using Learning Centers for Mathematics betruction and Practice

by Sue Peterson, March 1, 1990

'How easy It sully Ls o put a leans* center tortinor

1 can make mark Intwesdnir

This was the most molar wcsksht, of the series. The . pve the session and the
speaker vely high Twiny in olio evaluation asegoey at the value scsle of the post-
warble* qs-. @Wm Of the 91 waling nachos, 77 .11 out the gmedusuire, yielding an
SS% tapas' me. 'Me imam= of the topic, the orgmladon and guilty of the smoke, erd
the botvledge, imerest emhtwiamt of the speaker wen med at 4.9 or Wm. la the
machere comments, the high poise Sue Ammon received was manknoss. "She wm MAL
0111111111116.4" "Perfocdoar I loved herr The instroctional atility of die workftpconcepts was
rated the highest of the swies (4.6(1). The average response to this nom for the other four teachers'
workahops was 4.06.

The wail:shop topic was not new to this &antic:we. Eighty-six pewee ef the texhers said
=wetly used Immincenters to teach any subject at kast a few those a year. Witte

used them at 16.2 sevxal times a month; a game used them daily. For nt_Aematics
instecdoo, 79% reported why learning maws at kat a few dmes a yean 43%, at lean swat
times I mon* ant 16%, daily. These figmes. combined with the teachers'comments, indica):
that the sadism woe quite familia. with the topic and shady eying stbe laming-centermethod.
"Reaffirmed my bdid in leaning centers." -3itat I thinic.

Puilding on these positive initial atdtudes, the workshop presenteda gat number and
variety dimming maw activities and materials dst the L.,..has felt would beeasy to implement
in their own clawroam The session had a "how to", "can do" message that the teachas .elished.
k stimulated their enthusiasm most by giving them easy, pnWal means to implement the
wodrthop concepts on their own. "How my/ to do!" "Lots of easily made things." "How easily
grest learning centers can be put together!" Mmmdous quick ideas!"

They also inlieved strongly in clic huructional and motivational values of leartring centers.
"To make basics come alive." "Use learning centers to enrich and maintain skills." "How
imponmt the fun part of learning is!"

In eaplalithig why they didn't use learning centers more often, the teachers cited lack of
pMciMtpreraca fts, problems with scheduling and space, ladc of materials and

or memgeenent difficulties. The workshop made lewnhg centas =oh more
feasible for the teachers with these conoems. kliey left the wabbor feeliag eager to try Oat they
thought were excellent ideas and confident that they could succeed in their attempts. "Th:s WAS
great. It definitely sparked my interest. I definitely want to try these ideas." "Just do it2"

A month and a frif after this workshop, 63 of those who had Envie it filled out the
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comprehensive workshop series questionnahea 69% follow-up response rate. Many teachers
reported that they had tried the workshop methods in their classmomg everyone who had done so
reported success. "I've made many and the kids love them." "The simple but effective ways to
teach were very qpropriate and easy to inclement." "A greatway to get to those children that
have difficulty."

With only one exception ("Not enthused about learning centers.") the teachers who had not
tried the methods since attending the workshop gave lack of time as the reason and said they still
intended to include the workshop methods in their teaching. It could be that their schedules are so
full that even "quick, easy" techniques take nxxe preparation time than they have.

The teachers rated this workshop's handouts and materials higher (4.7) than those from the
other workshops were rated (average, 4.17). The handouts were used extensively in sharing the

iwdetatiZmataials with at least 166 other teachers, yielding a contact rate of 2.6 teachersper
experience with other teachers. The participants reported sharinggames, activities,

workshop participant--slighdy higher than the 2.19 image for the other workshops.

Workshop #5

Active Mathematical Thinking: Keep Their Minds in Motion
by Marcy Cook, Much 20, 1990

'Think, think, think creativeneu."

'Wigh interest, motivating activities-171ms theme

Most of the post-workshop questionnaires were full ofvery positive reactions to this
workshop. Of the 92 teachers who attended, 76 filled out the questionnaire, yieldingan 83%
response rate. On the 5-point value scale, all evaluation items received ratings: 4.87 for topic
importance, 4.77 for session quality, 4.8 for workshop orpnizaticA, 4. for 'esker's
knowledge, 4.83 for speaker's interest and enthusiasm and 4.46 for predicted utilization of the
workshop concepts. The speaker received a lot of praise for the quility of her presentation and
the abundance of useful ideas she presented. A few teachers, however, felt that she had "talked
down" to them. A few others thought that the micropbor.c. had been too loud. A couple of
teachers wished that the ideas presented by the speaker and in the booklets had been spuifically
related to the grade levels they taught.

According to the teachers' comments, the most valuable lessons from the workshop were the
specific techniques the teachers could use to keep their students mentally active with math. They

the number and variety of enjoyable activities to try out in their classrooms. They also
the fact that the methods would enable each student to be an active, involved participant in the

lessons. "How to give everyone the oppoctanity to participate." "Emphasis on student
involvement with math."

I I

The apparent favorite among the many activities presented was the number tiles. "I like the
tile ideal" "Use of tiles is really great for all-pupil response." They believed that mental math
activities would increase the quantity and quality of their students' thinking. "Sources touse to get
kids thinking." "Feeling comfuitable with math by using what you know to solve problems."
They expected the activnies to be especially motivating additions to their teaching repertoires.
"Ways to get all children involved, responding, excited about math." "Practical, stimulating
ideas."

There was a 79% follow-up response rate on these participants on the comprehensive
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workshop series questionnaire. The teachers were asked to fill out the questionnaire only a few
weeks after they had attended this workshop. It is not possible, therefore, to draw conclusions
here about the woelohap's long-term effects. However, many teachers reported that theyhad
begun using Marcy Cook's ideas and techniques immediately after the wcekshop and thattheir
students viere enjoying them. "Immediately bought tiles to use with students in many activities
those suggested u u some of my own." "I use the math tiles at least once a week. Theseare
excellent.* "The kids adopted them instantly and ask for them daily." One teacher that
her teaching had been significantly changed by her workshop experience: "This
changed the organization of my classes." Many teachers commented on the fun and stimulation
these techniques provided. There are no comments, however, on any instructional outcomes
resulting from their application. At this point it was probably too early to expect noticeable results
in math skills competence.

The teachers rated the workshop handouts and materials high (4.3). Thesewere copied and
shared with colleagues. Several teachers repotted that they had liked the wockshop materialsso
much that they bought or ordered more of Cook's materials displayed at the session. On average,
each teacher shated workshop information with 2.8 other teachers. Most of the sharing involved
the handouts, booklets, tile activities, stompers, the hundreds chart and
other hands-on mental math activities. One teacher reported giving mental math presentations at
two faculty meetings at her school.

Workshop 406

Integrating Language Arts and Matbematia Instruction:
Building a Base for Problem Solving

by Dr. Calvin Irons, April 12, 1990

'Take everything from the environment and tun: it into mathit is everywhere!"

"How to integrate math with language."

Although this workshop received moderately good ratings and brought several positive
comments from the it was not as enthusiastically received as the previous workshops
had been. It may have in the comparison. Mom than half of the teachers present had
attended at least one of the other workshops and may have come to this one with extremely high
expectations. Several teachers expressed disappointment in their comments. "Speaker was good,
but did not compare with earlier workshops." "Cal's workshop was frustrating. I had a hard time
drawing usable items from it." Nevertheless, the workshop did receive some good ratings and
reviews on the post-workshop questionnaire. Of the 76 teachers who attended, 53 completed the
questionnaire, yielding a 7091, response rate. The participants rated the importance of the session
twic at 4.3 on the 5-point value scale; and the organization of the workshop was rated at 4.0.
Although the speaker was given a very good rating for knowledge of content (4.6), the rating was
the lowest for this item in the workshop series. The average for the other teachers' workshops
was 4.98. The rating he received for interest and enthusiasm (3.67), while still positive, was
considerably lower than the average for this item in the workshop series (4.9). On the overall
quality of the session, this workshop was rated 3.0. The average for the other four teachers'
workshops was 4.85. The questionnaire item that asked teachers to predict whether they would
utilize the workshop concepts was rated 3.25. For the other workshops, the average was 4.4.

Despite this relatively lukewarm response, the teachers commented that they had
learned valuable things at the workshop. Many teachers said they had learned the importance of
verbalizing mathcombining math and language in instruction. A few mentioned the value of
building lessons on the child's namral language. "Model the child's languagemathematical
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language and their symbols." "Let the citildren write their own problems." Several teachers
canmemed that they liked the books and stories that had been pzesented during the session.

The teachers were quite specific in their suggestions for how the presentation couldhave
been mote effective. Several commented that thlimethods were mote apixoptiate for the primal),
grades than for the upper elementary grades. Midn't apply to my should have
addressed upper grade activities as well" The waWs presentation style was found ineffective
by several teachem They thou , he lectured too much and didn't get the audience involved. A
few teachers wanted more put on pracdcal applications and less on theory. The video
following the speaker's presentation was considered a Retition of the lecture. The handouts were
found inadequate, too. "I was expecting really practical ideas and good handouts. Too much
lecture, , handouts not very ur:ful." "Video repeated what he said." Utilizing itemethods
required g the expensive books he win presenting. "EC was using specific books and we
couldn't buy them."

Though they wen in the minority, a few teachers praised the workshop. "He was
knowledgeable and enthusiastic. He conveyed his ideas with many visuals." "Excellent seminar."
Primary grade teachers, apparently, enjoyed it the most. "Was very good for lower grades."

Evaluation Results: The Comprehensive Questionnaire

"1 got fired up!"

"I am seeing a strengthening of my math program."

(Although the comprehensive questionnaite included items on the individual workshops,
these data are not discussed in this section of the report because they are covered in the preceding
evaluation of the individual workshops.) Of the 130 teachers who had the opportunity to fill out
the comprehensive questionnaire, 80 teachers submitted convicted formsa 1% response rate.
To the question of whether attending the wodcshops had been professionally beneficial, 89%
responded affirmatively, 7% responded ambiguously and 4% did not respond. In explaining their
responses, the teachers commented that they had liked the innovativeness of the ideas presented in
the workshops and that the presentations had brought them up to date on the new directions in
math educanon. "Flesh ideas to explore." "Helped me to see new goals for mek." "They
provided numerous ways for me to update my math curriculum." Many teachers said that the
series had been motivating, inspking, enthusing and revitalizingfor them and for their students.
"My enthusiasm for math has increased and, therefore, so has my students'." "It's great to learn
the new and have the old revitalized." "I felt inspired to try new things." They especially
appreciated the hands-on practicality of the instructional techniques they learned at the sessions and
had found the techniqms easy to use immediately and valuable additions to their instructional
repertoires. "Practical, reasonable, relevant useful information and activities." "Easy to apply to
my ChitZ00111." They remarked on the high quality of the speakers and the variety and abundame
of ideas and techniques they presented. "I was glad to have the opportunity to hear top people in
the math field. It helped me understand how to prepare my students for the future."

The questionnake asked the teachers whether they saw a difference between the approach to
math teaching presented in the series and that which they were accustomed to using. Several
teachers responded that there was no &fame or that the approachm were similar, but that the

had given them more ideas and materials to use with the approach and had supported
them in their decision to teach this way. "I am accustomed to using manipulatives and this gave me
more ideas to use." "No difference, but I incorporated more into my classroom." (Nearly half of
the respondents had attended at least one of the workshops in the 1988-89 series. For them, the
approach presented this year woted probably not have seemed new.) Maoy teachers mentioned
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that the series approach to teaching was much mote "hands-on" than what theywere accustomed
to. Other differences cited wete a greater diversity of instructiceal strategies,a greater ezr ". ids on
higher-ada thinking processes, mote student involvement,more real-svdd applications and mnre
fun wild mat Many tesetea mentioned the emphasis on mental mathas the major difference.

The teachers reported that they had made many changes in their teaching as a result of the
workshops. "I have a diffakm outlook to math." "Main away from stressing %imputation to
practicing 'S Thq said they were using nienipWatives, calculators and learningcenters
mote than had before. Mmy teachers said they were using mental math techniques now and
using them every day. They reported that problem-solving and hands-on activities were more
common in their classes and that their classes had much more variety,enact, activity and fun.
"Entire class more involved." Sevaal teachers commented that they fek a new enthusiasm and
confidence !!1 their teaching. 'Tm mote open andmore Comfortable getting away froth the
lextbook." "I've been energizedHOPE IT SHOWS!"

The ambers were asked so ate (on a 5-point value scale) the effectiveneu of theworkshop,
in showing them bow so leach their students some olds mejormalbsnatical
compatacies pranoted in the &Infants. The averageresponse to all siz ,toia listed was
4.23. The averag4 responses 16 each competency were: a) using mthwitl- problem solving,
4.20, b) communicating mathematically, 4.16, c) reasoning mathematically, 4.21:,
d) recognizing connections between mathematical ideas, 4.09, e) valuing mathemalcs, 4.23 and 0
developing confidence in mathematics, 4.41.

The questionnaire included a list which the anthers were to um, or add to, to indicate the
obstacles they had encotmened in their attempts to apply the wodcshop methods in their
clasemons. The list comprised some of the most common MMus to the adoption cf educational
innovations by teachers. Of the eight items on the lb:, two of theminsuffician dor and
inadequate facilities or materialsaccounted for almost 94% of the responses. None of the teachers
found the methods incompedble with his or her teaching style or school's educational
Ten teachers thought they needed more training in the methods. Eight teachers thought they hadn't
had enough follow-up '. " Two teachers indicated that the methods disrupted classroom
discipline. And one -4 was not convinced that the methods work.

The final item on the questionnahe was to determine how many of this year's workshop
participants had also participated in last year's series. Forty-thiee percent of the teachers
indicated they had attended at least one of the wcrksh..ps last year, 36%at least two, 29%--114
least three, 25%at least four, and 17%at least five. Eleven percent had attended all six. Fifty-
seven percent of thjs year's participants were newcomers to the project

Evaluation Results: The Telephone Interviews

"I really believe it's changed the way I do math and the way my kids do math."

"Overjoyed that I got to go to tAem."

To supplement data collected film the written questionnaires, twenty-nine of the 30
participants who had attended all five of the teachers' workshops were interviewed by telephone.
A copy of the interview instrument can be found in Appendix B.

The first question of the telephone interview dealt with major themes of the workshop series.
Twenty-eight respondents said they had seen a consistent major theme throughout the series. The
themes they identified were: improving mathematics teaching, teaching with hands-on
manipulatives, mental math, teaching the higher-order thinking processes, and making math
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classes exciting, involving, active and fun.

Twenty-right of the teachers said they were using some of the workshop ideas and
techniques in their classes. The most commonly mentioned of thesewere mental math, tiles,
leaning centers, sum fun, calculators and the hundreds chari. Many reported frequent use of the
techniques. Several said tim used mental math every day. Most reported using some of the
mchniques at least two or three dmes a week.

Half of the tespondents said the ideas and techniques had becalm integrated into the rest of
their Most of the others said that integration would soon occur. Several of the teachers
who - - integradon said they were using the workshop ideas and techniques in other subjects,
as welllanguage arts, science and social studies.

'Meaty tithe te*Aas sa:d that they had adapted the methods to fit their individual
teaching needs. Most of the others said that adaptation hate: been necessarythat the methods
could be applied dkeody in their dassrootns. Several of the teachers said they had to adapt the
methods for grade-level ankopriateness.

Tuvnty-seven of the teachers said that the workshop methods bad
their students' learning. One teacher was uncertain about the Cam A th-at most°Olfthe
teachas saw was their students' finpoved &Studs towed math. They reported that their students
was more excited, more indqiendentot e involved,more confident, more attentfife and mat
interested in math now. A few teachers also repotted that their students' math stalls had improved.
"They am better thinkers. Thq reason better." "They're better at brainstoming." "It helped them
with their ptoblem solving." I math ha helped them with their skills."

When asked about what workshop information and experiences they had shored, the teachers
responded that they had shared a lot. Several of the teachers told about school inservices they had
pen on workshop topics. Others said they had shared workshop infeemation in the lunchroom,
m faculty meetinp and with school cooporadons. One teacher said she was "woridng to give a
PIVOT all-school workshop next yar." Another said she had shared some ideas with parents for
summer math activities at home. The teachers had shared handouts and materials from the
wericshop, as well as specific favorite methods, notably mental math, learning centers, tiles, games
and calculator activities. Only one teacher said that her principal had been unaware of the
workshop series. A few teachas commented that their principals had shown special interest in the
series.

All of the teachers said that they needed something in terms of mataials, facilities, time or
sopport in order to better implement the yvorkthop methods. In tams of maeriais and facilities,
the teachers mentioned calculators, mampulatwes, overhead projectors and Marcy Cook's books.
Nearly everyone said day needed more umetime to prepare the lessons and make the materials
the new teaching methods requite. In terms of support, several teachers said that they wanted
workshops like these to continue and that they needed the stimulation the wakstrps provided to
"keep on with this." '"The workshops were very, very profitable. Much more valuable than taking
more courses." "The workshops were wondafidr' "The workshops were terrific!"

Conclusions and Recommendations

Nearly all of the participants in this workshop series responded very positively to the
experience. They found the wakshops socially enjoyable, mentally stimulating and professionally
rewarding, enriching and-challenging. The evaluation data leave no doubt CIA with the possible
exception of the last session, this series was an definite success. The project achieved what it set
out to doand more. One suspects that it stimulated even more enthusiasm and interest among the
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panicipants than the project designers had anticipate& The major evaluation conclusions and
recommendatioos ate discussed below.

1. The participating teachers and principals supported the Standards-based approach to
mathemadcs education espoused in the series. Theirresponses on evaluation instruments
were congruent with the principles and recommended teaching methods. They saw
this as the "approach for the future, the direction to go in." They believed the approach was

y and educationally sound.

2. The teachers were very enthusiastic :tout the approach, the ideas and tec ues %seated in
the series. The excited and insphed them. Data from the iii , a

questionnaite bxlicate the effects were sustained for weeks and months after a session and
teinforced by attending another workshop.

I-I Sill
the troject period, student actinides toward math improvedas a result of their teachers'

the workshops. With the new ideas and techniquesand with their teachers'new
emhusiumstudent incest and pleasure in math lessons increased.

4. The teachers applied the new ideas and techniques in their own classrooms soon a_fter
attending the workshops and continued to use them frequently. Some of the methodswen
used mote than othersmental math, tiles and learning centen, in particular.

5. The most valuable feature of each workshop, in the teachers' view, was its presentation of
pracdcal applications for the classroom. The teachers was not very interested in &comical
discussions. They wanted many handsen examples and demonstrations of how to use the
techniques in their clastrooms. They were ejaiiy fond of "quick and easy" applications.
Most of the teachers found the wolkshops particularly worthwhile in this zespect.

6 In reporting the effectiveness of the methods, the teachers emphasized how much fun the
methods are. Their comments made no distinctions between the pleasure of the methods and
their instructional effincy. And they made few observations about student improvements in
math skills. Almost all of their remarks about students had to du with afkctive changes.

7. It is unclear whether the workshops included information on how teachers might monitor the
instructiotal efficacy of the methods presented. Based on participant comments, if such
information wri provided, the teachers did not retain it or chow: touse it. Whether produced
and presented by the project staff or the workshop presenters, a project of this sort should
include guidelines for teachers on how to systematically and objectively evothilitC the utilization
and effectiveness of the methods presented. One approach would be to ask each presenter to
address the issue during his or her session. Mother apprcach would be for the project staff to
develop an evaluation system for this purpose. Such a system might, for instance, be
presented in a few handouts for the teachers to use on their own. Or a more elaborate system
might be designed, with observations, assessments and reports invriving teams of teachers
anWor project staff.

8. Although "underserved" and special groups were not specifically targeted in this project, they
were tepresented among the participants. When theyprivate school teachers, At-Risk tutors
and special education teachersidentified themselves on the evaluation instruments, their
responses were examined closely for distinguishing observadons, reactions and reports.
Their respceses were very similar to those of the larger group and corroborate the general
fmdings.

9. Most of the teaching methods presented needed little or no adaptation. When necessary, the
teachers were able to adapt and integrate the workshop methods to suit their needs and the
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Implementing the NCTM Standards for School Mathematics

Presentadon for Principals by Paul Trafton, September 13, 1989

Please respond to the following. Place evaluations in the box by the door when you leave.

Please indicate your position: Principal_ Teacher Other

1. The topic covered in the session was:

1 2 3 4 5
(not important) (important)

2. The overall quality of this session was:

1 2 3 4 5
(low) (high)

3. I feel I will implement some of the ideas presented during the session.

1 2 3 4 5
(not at all) (fully)

4. The speakees knowledge t)f the session content was:

1 2 3 4 5
(low) (high)

5. The speaker wu well prepared.

1 2 3 4 5
(disagree) (agree)

6. The speaker was interesting and enthusiastic.

1 2 3 4 5
(disagree) (agree)

7. How familiar were you before :oday with the NCTM Standards for School
Mathematics?

2 3
had never heard of S.
heard of the S. bra not

familiar w/
content

4 5
had read the S. or
heard a presentation
about them

Put answers to questions 8 , 9, & 10 on the back side of this sheet.

8. What are the greatest concerns or problems related to mathematics education that
you have in your school?

9 The IU Mathematics Education Development Center presented Dr. Trafton's
presentation u part of a series of woftEglops for local elementary school teachers
on implementing the Standar& Do you have suggestions for workshop topics or
format? We'd also appreciate any kieas for other ways that the Center could help
you and your teachers with mathematics education.

10. Any other comments.
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Standards far School Mathematics

in the slut Century
Evaluation Form

Promoting Estimation and iliental Arithmetic Skilh
Larry Leutzinger, October 17, 1989

Please indicate: 'reacher (Grade:_j Principal

How many, if any, ofour 6 workshops did you attend last year?

1. The iopic covered in today's saw ion was:

1 2 3 4 5
(not important) (important)

2. The overall quality of this session was:

1 2 3 4 5
(low) (high)

3. I feel I will utilize the concepts presented during the session.

1 2 3 4 5
(not at all) (fully)

4. The speaker's knowledge of the session content was:

1 2 3 4 5
(low) (high)

5. The workshop was well organized.

1 2 3 4 5
(disagree) (agree)

5. The speaker was interesting and enthusiastic.

1 2 3 4 5
(disagree) (agree)

7. The most ,raluable thing(s) I learned from the workshop:

8. The session (or instructor) could be more effective if:

9. If we apply for funding fbr another series of workshops for next year, what
math-related topics would you like to see addressed?

9. Use back side for ally comments or recommendations for future workshops.
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Implementing the NCI'M Standanit for School Mathematics
How the Calculator"Figuree in Your Classroom

Earl Ockenga, November 13, 1989

Please indicate: Teacher (Graee:_) Principal

How many, if any, of our 6 workshops did you attend last year?
Did you attend our workshop on estimation on October 17th this year?

1. The topic covered in today's session was:
1 2 3 4 5
(not important) (important)

2. The overall quality of this session was:
1 2 3 4 5
(low) (high)

3. I feel I will utilize the concepts presented during the session.
1 2 3 4 5
(not at all) (fully)

4 The speaker's knowledge of the session content was:
1 2 3 4 5
(low) (high)

5. The workshop was well organized.
A. 2 3 4 6
(disagree) (agree)

5. The speaker was interesting and enthusiastic
1 2 3 4 3
(disagree) (agree)

7. About 1- v often do your students use calculators in your math work?
daily several times a month a few times a year almost never

8. Why do you have students use calculators this frequently (or infrequently)?

9 How available are calculators for your students? (Do you lurvo your own
class set? Does the school have a class set that you can borrow? Do your
students provide their own calculators?)

10. The most valuable thing(s) I learned from the workshop today was

11. The session (or instructor) could be more effective if

12. If we organized another series of workshops for next year, what math-
related topics would you like to see addressed?

13. Use back side for any comments or recommendations for future workshops.
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Implementing the NMI Standards for School Mathematics

Reathing theiructional Goals Using LearningCenters
foe Mathernadee Inetruetten and Practice

Sue Peterson, March 1, 1990

Please indicate: Teacher (Grade:_j Principal

How many, if any, of our 6 workshops did you attend last year?
How meny, if any, of our previous 2 workshops did you attend this year?

L The topic covered in today's session was:
1 2 3 4 5
(not important) (important)

2. The overall quality of this session was:
1 2 3 4 5
(low) (high)

3. I feel I will utilize the concepts presented during the session.
1 2 3 4 5
(not at all) (fully)

4. The speaker's knowledge of the session content was:
1 2 3 4 5
(low) . (high)

& The workshop was well organized.
1 2 3 4 5
(disagree) (agree)

& The speaker was interesting and enthusiastic.
1 2 3 4 5
(disagree) (agree)

7. About how often do your students use learning centers (for any subject)?
drily several times a month a few times a year almost never

8. About how often do your students use learning centers &math work?
daily several times a month a few times a year almost never

9. Why do you have students use learning centers this frequently (or
infrequently)?

10. The most valuable thing(s) I learned from the workshop today was

11. The session (or instructor) wild be more effecfive

12. If we organized another series of teacher workshops, what math-related
topics would you like to see addressed?

13. Use back side for any additional comments or recommendations.
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Implementing the NCTM Standard. for School Mathematics

Active Matheniatiad Thinking
Marcy Cook, March 20, 1990

Please indicate: Teacher (Grade:_j Principal
Othe7 (please indicate)

How many, if any, of our 6 workshops did you attend last year?
How many, if any, of our previous 3 workshops did you attend this year?

1. The topic coverei in today's session was:
1 2 3 4 5
(not important) (important)

2. The overall quality of this session was:
1 2 3 4 5
(low) (high)

3. I feel I will utilize the concepts presented during the session.
1 2 3 4 5
(not at all) (fully)

4. The speaker's knowledge of the session content was:
1 2 3 4 5
(low) (high)

5. The workshop was well organized.
1 2 3 4 5
(disagree) (agree)

6. The speaker was interesting and enthusiastic.
1 2 3 4 5
(disagree) (agree

7. The most valuable thing(s) I learned from the workshop today was

8. The session (or instructor) could be more effective if

9. If we organized another series of teacher workshops, what math-related
topics would you like to see addressed?

10. Any additional comments or recommendations.
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Implementing the NCIWI Standard. for School Mathematics
Integrating Langusge Arts and Mathematino Instructiozu

Building a Boa lac Problem Solving
Dr. Calvin Irons

April 12, 1990

Please indicate: Toacher , (Grade:___) Principal
Other (please indiukta)

How many, if any, of our 6 workshops did you attend last year?
How many, if any, of our previous 4 workshops did you attend this year?

L The topic covered in today's session was:
1 2 3 4 5

2. The overall quality of this session was:
1 2 3 4 5

3. I feel I will utilize the concepts presented during the ssuion.
1 2 3 4 5

4. The speaker's knowledge of the session content was:
1 2 3 4 5

5. The wor)shop was well organized.
1 2 3 4 5

6. The speaker was interesting and enthusiastic.
1 2 3 4 5

7. The most valuable thing(s) I learned from the workshop today was

8. The session (or instructor) could be more effective if

9. If we organized another series of teacher workshops, what math-relat-d
topics would you like to see addressed?

10. Any additional comments or recommendations.
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Comprehensive Questionnaire

Implementing the NCTM Bunglia la for School Mathematics
for the Zlet Century

Workshop series Questionnaire

Please indicate your position: Teacher (Grade ) Principal

1. Was coming to these workshops professionally beneficial to you? Please explain.

2. What was different about the approach to math teaching presented in.this workshop series
from the approach you are accustomed to using?

3. What changes have you made in your teaching because of the workshops you attended?

4. How effective were the workshops in showing you hcaLiamaciumuuudeigua

a) use mathematical problem-solving?
2 3 4

(ineffective) (very effective)
b) communicate mathematically?

1 2 3 4 5
c) reason mathematically?

1 2 3 4 5
d) recognize connections among mathematical ideas?

1 2 3 4 5
e) value mathematics?

1 2 3 4 5
f) develop confidence in mathematics?

1 2 3 4 5

5. Check each workshop you attended. Then, in the space provided, briefly summarize the
ideas and/or techniques from the workshops that you have used in your classes. How
effective W9f6 these ideas and techniques in practice? What successes or difficulties did
you have in applying them in ihe classroom?

Promoting Estimation and Mental Arithmetic Skills (Larry Leutzinger)
a) Arswer to questions in 5. above.

b) How useful were the handouts and materials you received at this workshop?
1 2 3 4 5
(not useful) (very useful)

c) With how many teachers have you shared something from this workshop experience?
Please circle: 1-3 44 7-9 10 4-

Describe what you shared with them:
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How the Calculator "Figures" in Your Classroom (Earl Ockenga)

a) Answer to questions in 5. above.

b) How useful were the handouts and materials you received at this workshop?
1 2 3 4 5
(not useful) (very useful)

c) With how many teachers have you shared something from this workshop experience?
Please circle: 1-3 4-6 7-9 10 +
Describe what you shared with them:

Using Learning Centers for Math instruction and Practice (Sue Peterson)
a) Answer to questions in 5. above.

b) How useful were the handouts and materials you received at this mricshop?
1 2 3 4 5
(not useful) (very useful)

0 With how many teachers have you shared something from this workshop experience?
New circle: 1-3 4-6 7-9 10 +
Describe what you shared with them:

Active Mathematical Thinking: Keep Their Minds in Motion (Marcy Cook)
a) Answer to questions in 5. above.

b) How useful were the handouts and materials you receWad at this workshop?
1 2 3 4 5
(not useful) (very useful)

c) With how many teachers have you shared something from this workshop experience?
Please Ode: 1-3 4-6 7-9 1 o +
Describe what you shared with them:

6. Listed below are some possible obstacle: co your applying the workshop methods in your
classes? Nese check the appropriate statements and, if necessaty, add to the list.

The methods are incompatible with my teaching style.
The methods are incompatible with my school's educational objectives.
The methods disrupt classroom discipline.
I don't have the necessary %ditties and/or materials to use the methods.
! don't have enough time to develop applications for the methods.
I haven't had enough training in how to use the methods.
I haven't had enough follow-up support.
I'm not convhced the methods work.
(Others)

Please explain:

Circle the number of workshops you attended jot year (1988-89): 1 2 3 4 5 6
Thank you for your panfcpation.
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Telephone Interview Questions

Taicher's Name Grade Level

Teacher's School

intenrimser's Mame

interview Time kiterview Date

Introduction: Hello. My name is . I am calling from the Mathematics Education

Development Center at Indiana University in Bloomington. ; understand you attended aN flve ef

the workshops we hosted this past school year on °Mathematics for the 21st Century.* We're

currently putting together our final report on those workshops to the DepatIment of Education.

We want to betide information from interviews with teachers in the report and would Be to

ask you a few questions about your workshop experiences. This should take aboui 10 minutes.

13 this a good time to talk? (Assuming Inches' agr.-as, continue. Otherwise, try to

est up another tims to call back.)

Interview Wisdom

1. Did you see a major theme throughout the workshop series?

2. Is your principal aware of the workshop series?

3. Have you used the ideas and techniques from the workshops in your dasses?

Which ones? How often have you used them? Did they work? Why/why not?
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(If answer tO (paean 041s affirm**, ask questions04 through 06.

N anew Is negative, golo ctuestion 07.)

4. Hav* these ideas and techniques become integrated into the rest of your teaching?

5. Have you adapted these ideas and techniques in any way to better fit your teaching needs?

6. What effect have these ideas and techniques had on your students learning?

7. What frt .t the workshops have you sht !. id with other teachers who did pot attend the

woikshops? does, techniques, materials, handout6, experiences?)

8. What do you need in terms of materials, facilities, time or support to better use the

workst ideas and techniques in your dasses?
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To the interviewer: The workshop titles, dates and speakers are listed below. It may be helpful

to refer to this list during the interviews.

Promoting Estimation and Mental Arithmetic Skills (Oct. 17, 1989)

by Larry Leutzinger

How the Calculator "Figures" In Your Classroom (Nov. 13, 1989)

by Earl Ockenga

Using Lemming Centers for Math Instruction and Practice (Mardi 1, 1990)

by Sue Peterson

Active Mathematical Thinking: Keep Their Minds in Motion (March 20, 1990)

by Marcy Cook

Integrating Language Arts and Mathematics Instruction: Building a Base for

Problem Solving (April 12, 1990)

by Dr. CaMn Irons



Implementing the Standards

Appendix C: Recruiting Brochure
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Implementing the Standards

Implementing the NCTM Standards for
School Mathematics in the 21st Century

Madmimadcs Behead= Devekqesem Colors laden Usiversity

A Series of Inservice Workshops for
Momentary School Teachers
in the Monroe County Area

Using federal Title II funds, the In-
diana Higher Education Commission
has filndsd a series of six incervice
workshops housing on key issues in
the teething of matheinatcs it the
elementary school level. The first
workshop is for principals, and the
five subsequent
workshops ars for
teachers from their
schools.

The workshop for
elementary princi-
pals will provide an
overview of the Stan-
dards for School
Mathematics recent-
ly. released * the
IsXtional Council of
Teachers st Math*.
matks. The speaker
will be Dr. Paul
Trafton, a former IU
professor who served
as chair of the K-4
working group that
drafted the NCTM
Standards.

amplos, materials, and hands-on ex-
perience necessaly to allow these
innovations to be put into immedi-
ate classroom use.

Each elementary school in the
Monroe County Caw
munity School COr-
potation is invited to
send three teachers.
Additional awes
have been resolved
for private school
personnel and for a
limited number of
teachers teem
schools outside of
Monroe County. The
workehops have been
agonised with the
expectation that
teachers will attend
all Jive teacher work-
shops. MCCSC
teachers who attend
the October 17th
workshop will re-
ceive 2 hours of fall

PWOT credit, and they will receive
2 hours of spring PWOT credit fo.-
attending each of the spring work-
shops.

The workshops are organized by
the Mathematics Education Devel-
opment Center at Indiana Universi-
ty. For more information, call Dia-
na Kroll, director of the workshop
series, at (812) 855-0860.

Monroe
County

Th. five subsequent teacher work-
shops will be held in the afternoon
throughout the school year, and each
will feature a nationally known
speaker who will inform teachers
about promising and innovative prac-
tices related to the new NOM Stan-
dards. Speakers will provide the ex-
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Propoped Topics and Speakers
Wednesday, Septembir 13, 1989
Workshop for Priaeipals
Ovarview af dia NC= Stan-
dards
120430 pm at Terry's, Westbury
Village (Intorsection of St. Rds. 37
& 48). Paul Trafton, chair of the
working group that drafted the R-4
sectkn of the recently released
NCTM Standard* will provide an
overview of the Standarcie for ele-
mentary school principals. A facul-
ty member at National College of
Education in Illinois, Dr. Trafton
hos sPolteu throughout the nation
during the two years to bring infer-
mation about the Standards to the
educational community.

October 11, 1989,
111=zolse Towhees

& Mental Arithme-
de 3:464:48 pm at Terry's, West-
bury Village. Larry Iauteinger, of
the University of Northern Iowa
will present a workshop on promot-
ing estimation and mental arithme-
tic skills. 11.1 provide examples of
quick daily mental math activities
for every grade level, as well as dis-
cussing the importance of devlop-
ing estimation skills in children of
our calculator age.

November, 1989
Workshop for Teacher.
How the Calculator "Figures" in
Your Class
4:00400 pm at Terry's, Westbury
Village. Bring a Calculator"
Earl Damp, 1989 Iowa T cher of
the Year, will 1..-ovide hands-on
work with calculators for teachers
K4. Dr. Ockenga brings first-hand
experience in the classroom as well
as innovative ideas. He teaches at
the Price Laaoratory School in Ce-
dar Falls, Iowa, and has long been
active as an author of elementary
school mathematics materials.

MARCH 1, 1990
Workshop are Tischer.
Using Lemming Centers for
Mathematics Instruction and
Practice 4:004:00 pm at Terry's
Westbury Masa. Sue Peterson of
the Gilbert, Arizona, Public School
System will pruent ideas for math-
ematics learning centers to help
promote conceptualisation and rein-
force and enrich textbook programs
through more interesting and active
mathematics activities

March 20, 1990
Workshop for Tosehers
Act** Mathematics/ Thinkino
Heap Their Minds in Motion
4:004:00 pm at Terry's Westbury
Village. Marcy Cook from Balboa
Island, California, will present a
workshop for using innovative
mathematics curriculum materials
for elementary children.

rl 12, 1990
shop for towbars

Lan=rutsn:ind
Buildiag Base kr Problem
Solving 4:004:00 pm at Twry's
Westbury Villas*. Calvin Irons
from Brisbane, Australia, is an ac-
tive textbook author and develor
of curriculum materials and Nis
considerable experience working
with elementary-aged children. Pa
will be spea/dng on the impact of
languap arts on the process of
problem solving.

Who To Contact

MCCSC teachers who are interested in participating should contact their principals.

Personnel from private schools and from schools outside of MCCSC may apply by contact-
ing Diana Kroll by phone (855-0860) or by mail (Indiana University, Education 309,
Bloomington, IN 47405).

Any individuals wishing additionai information may contact Diana Kroll at 855-0860.
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Appendix D: List of Schools Invited to Participate

This specific information is not included in
this version of the project report. Those who
have legitimate need to know exactly which
schools were invited to participate may
contact the project director.
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Appendix E: Lists of Participants

List of Participants at Principals' Workshop

List of Participants at Teachers' Workshops (br School Corpccation)

List of Participants at Teachers' Workshops (by Nuwber of Workshop-1c Attended)

This specific information is not ;ncluded in
this vertui...3, of the project report. Those who
have legitimate need to know exactly which
individuals and schools participated may
contact the project director.
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